
Super Smiles

Have you ever wished you had super powers? That you could be a super hero and save the day? 

 

What if I told you that each one of us has a super power, and it's not even a secret?! 

 

IT'S YOUR SMILE!!! 

 

A smile can brighten anyone's day; it can improve your health; it only takes a moment to share, but it can change 

someone forever. 

 

In this activity you will learn about the importance of a smile while programming your Sphero BOLT to share a smile 

with its sad comrades. 

 

We are excited to participate in the 2019 Hour of Code and help Code.org focus on Computer Science for Good. 

As part of that, we hope that the lessons learned about sharing a smile can help move the needle on the UN 

Sustainable Development Goal #3: Good Health and Well-Being - Ensuring healthy lives and promoting the well-

being at all ages is essential to sustainable development.

SUPPLIES

Two or more Sphero BOLT robots

COMPATIBLE ROBOTS

INSTRUCTIONS

Step 1 - Exploration - Super Smiles

Have you ever wondered about the not-so-secret super powers that a simple smile can have? Did you know that

sharing one smile is more powerful than eating 2000 bars of chocolate?!

Take a few minutes to watch Ron Gutman's TED Talk about the hidden powers of smiling.

YouTube video:
https://youtu.be/U9cGdRNMdQQ

https://youtu.be/U9cGdRNMdQQ


Step 2 - Exploration - Sharing a Smile

Turn to a neighbor and share a smile.

Don't force it. Share a genuine, friendly, inviting smile.

How was it? Did you feel any different before, during, or after?

Now ask the recipient of your smile how they felt. Did anything change for them?

In most cases, the giving and receiving of a smile causes even the grumpiest of grumps to feel happier. And the

best part of sharing a smile is IT DOESN'T COST YOU ANYTHING! Smiles are free, so you can share them

anytime with anyone!

Talk to your neighbor about a time that a shared smile, either your own or someone else's, brightened your day.

How much effort would it take you to smile more each day?

We dare you to find out :)

(The image below was originally posted to Flickr by » Zitona « under a Creative Commons Attribution 2.0 Generic

license.)

Step 3 - Skills Building - Sharing a Smile, BOLT to BOLT

Sharing a smile with a friend, or even a stranger, doesn't require a computer program; but what is a Sphero Edu

activity without a little programming?!

In this program you will teach BOLT to share a smile with all the other BOLTs that are feeling a little blue (that

means, feeling sad).

The linked program has the first half of the program ready to go. Let's go through what you see so you're ready to

finish the second half.

A) isBlue Variable



The isBlue variable is a boolean variable that allows you to set whether or not the BOLT robot is feeling "blue"

using "true" or "false." This will ensure that the program works properly for both the "blue" robots and the "smiling"

robots.

B) Conditional Statements & Loop

The primary part of this program is an if/else controls block and some loop forever blocks.

1. In the if statement, it is asking if isBlue variable is true or false.

2. If the variable is true, then it goes into the first of the two loop forever blocks.

3. The loop will continuously repeat a sound block, a matrix animation, and a one second delay block to

animate a sad robot.

C) Else & Loop

1. If the if statement is false, then the program will run the else portion of the conditional statement.

2. This includes the second loop forever block that tells the robot to be happy and to roll around sharing

smiles with other BOLT robots.

3. The happy robot will use a different matrix animation, a randomized roll block, an a randomized send

message block that "sends" smiles using infrared (IR).

D) Randomize

To randomize the roll block and the send message block, you need to add the random integer operator block

to each of the fields. This allows you to set a minimum and maximum number that BOLT will randomize when

setting the heading, speed, and duration for the roll block, and the message intensity for the send message block

each time through the loop. That means that BOLT will vary (randomly change) its movement and message

intensity each time through the loop.

Step 4 - Challenge - Finish the Program, part 1

Nobody wants a bunch of sad BOLTs rolling around the classroom. This second part of the program will help turn

all the frowns upside down. You want this part of the program to tell "blue" robots to smile and to share their new

smile with others, while encouraging "smiling" BOLTs to keep on sharing.

Some of the steps will be provided but the rest will be left up to your imagination.



The second half of the program will start with an on message received event block. It is already on your

programming canvas. This event block will trigger when it receives an IR message from another BOLT. Always be

sure that the channels match for the send and received blocks.

The rest of the program will all be under the on message received event block.

Take a minute to ask yourself (or a neighbor) these questions and do your best to come up with an idea or solution

to each one:

1. How will BOLT know whether or not it is "blue" or already "smiling"?

2. How will BOLT know what to do when it determines whether it is "blue" or "smiling"?

3. What will a "blue" BOLT do if a smile is shared with it?

Step 5 - Challenge - Finish the Program, part 2

What did you come with? Were you (and a neighbor) able to figure out how to program the solutions to the

questions in Step 4?

Here are a handful of hints to help you complete the program and start sharing BOLT smiles.

HINT #1

How will BOLT know whether or not it is "blue" or already "smiling"?

Well, just like in the first half of the program, you need to ask that question with a conditional statement. This

time all you need is the if/then block. Be sure to add the isBlue variable block into the if statement.

HINT #2

How will BOLT know what to do when it determines whether it is "blue" or "smiling"?

The if/then block is what helps each BOLT answer this question. If the isBlue variable is set to "true" at the

beginning of the program, the BOLT will know it is "blue," or sad, and it will complete everything after.

If the isBlue variable is set to "false" at the beginning of the program, the BOLT will know that it is already

happy, ignore the IR message and continue to share its smiles.

HINT #3

What will a "blue" BOLT do if a smile is shared with it?

Let's look back at everything that is happening:



At the beginning of the program for each BOLT you must set the isBlue variable to either "true" or

"false."

If it is "true," the BOLT will act sad. If it is "false," it will randomly roll around sharing smiles (through IR

messages).

If a "smiling" robot rolls close enough to a "blue" robot to share a smile -- close enough for the IR message

to be received -- then the "blue" robot will go through the logic found under the on message received

event block.

...and this is the last part of the program that you have to come up with.

HINT #4

Once a "blue," or sad, robot has received the IR message from a "smiling" robot, it must go through a process to

begin rolling around sharing smiles with others.

Complete this program by creating a new matrix animation (or use the one provided) to show a "blue" robot

change from a frown to a smile. Add some extra movements and some sounds to show this joyous transition.

Once this has change has occurred, it must begin to roll around sharing smiles with others. Fortunately for you, this

part was done for you in the first half of the program. Can you figure out how to copy those blocks over?

Step 6 - Reflection - Keep on Smiling

Be sure to share YOUR finished program so we all can enjoy watching sad BOLTs learn to smile again!

Remember, a smile is:

Free!

Easy to share

More powerful than chocolate

Can mean the world to a friend or stranger


